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Taji, Kiswahili for Crown, is the epitome of ‘Cultural Drip’ - elevating Black brands, narratives, and imagery to 
new levels of Black Excellence. We embody the traditional and modern royalty of Pan-African people via our 
quarterly digital and print publication and live events. While reclaiming OUR narratives and imagery, Taji 
offers our readers quality advice to assist them economically, healthy options to maintain a happy lifestyle, 
think pieces to test the societal norms that are not meant for us, #BlackLoveConvo to increase the self and 
communal love in all aspects, and beauty and fashion inspiration to sustain the legacy of our Black artistry.



Although Smush is a drug dealer, we later find out that he plans to flip ranches to escape the poverty and 
social strain of his neighborhood. Unfortunately, his means of raising capital is also a game of roulette as 
the drug game never brings money without consequences. 

Love and Support
The death of his cousin, both a hurtful experience and a reality check, allows him to see what the future 
may hold for him if he remained on his current path. This family trauma allowed the opportunity for both 
Cole and Harp to be vulnerable, to be father and son. From there they both make amends continuing to 
do what they both love, raise and tend their horses. Even Cole’s mother has an opportunity to reconnect, 
or at least it’s implied.

In the end, Concrete Cowboy was a great film about the growth of a boy and his father while providing 
exposure for the Fletcher Street Urban Riding Club in Philadephia. It is a welcomed change from the 
normal Black suffering themes creatives use as a carbon copy. If you haven’t seen it yet, I suggest 
you add it to your Netflix playlist. Felipe Patterson, aka Dapper Dr. Feel, is a freelance writer and creative. #BlackLoveConvo & Entertainment contributor. 

The burgeoning southern gentleman is always looking for a great film to review and an inspirational story to write. He 
volunteers with autism awareness projects and hopes to mentor other young Black men. @DapperDrFeel. By Dapper Dr. Feel

Editor’s Pick: SYNOPSIS: When15-year-old Cole (Caleb McLaughlin) is expelled 
from school in Detroit, he is sent to North Philadelphia to live with Harp (Idris Elba), 
his estranged father. Harp finds solace in rehabilitating horses for inner-city cowboys 
at the Fletcher Street Stables, a real-life black urban horsemanship community that 
has provided a safe haven for the neighborhood residents for more than 100 years. 
Torn between his growing respect for his father’s community and his reemerging 
friendship with troubled cousin Smush (Jharrel Jerome), Cole begins to reprioritize 
his life as the stables themselves are threatened by encroaching gentrification.

At first, I thought Concrete Cowboy was a western with Idris Elba 
taking out a bunch of bad guys with Caleb McLaughlin as his sidekick. 
Boy was I wrong... it was something better, unique, and necessary for 
Black viewership. A story about a Black boy reconnecting with his 
father and his father finding a way to be there for him, McLaughlin 
and Elba were moving in this father and son drama.  During a Taji 
Mag-invited Netflix interview, they explained their preparation, 
experiences on set, and characters. 

*SPOILER ALERT*

How to be a Man and a Father 
“Harp has been a cowboy all his life. The community of riders look 
to him as a leader. He’s also a dedicated father but doesn’t know how 
to be a father. When he sees his son for the first time in so many 
years, emotions start to bubble because he realizes what his absence 
has caused,” explained Idris Elba. This was evident as Cole felt Harp 
did not have the same love for him as he did the horses. There’s a 
particular scene where Cole says Harp is more than a father to the 
others in the community than he is to him. This scene was powerful 
and made me think back to when I learned my parents were not born 
parents. 
Cole’s issues stem from his lack of having his father around and not having something of interest he could 
funnel interest into. When he forms a bond with his horse, it’s a thing of beauty and great symbolism. That 
very same horse would not let anyone tame him and, at one point, broke loose from the stable, only to be 
tamed by Cole. “Cole is a complex character, who has serious abandonment issues,” Elba remarked.
 
Getting Out
“He’s angry with Harp because he wasn’t around. So, he’s having a hard time being separated from his 
mom, being in a world he’s not used to, and then having to deal with a father that hasn’t been there for 
him” McLaughlin reflected about Cole. At first, we see a troubled Cole dropped off in Philadelphia and 
he is scared out of his mind because of the unfamiliar surroundings. He then becomes more comfortable 
hanging out with his cousin, Smush, and also getting to know the local cowboys. 

6BECOMING A 
MAN & FATHERCONCRETE COWBOY:

http://twitter.com/DapperDrFeel


“My work is meant to be a celebration. It is a call to 
creative freedom. Using my own face and body, I aim 
to go BEYOND the ordinary, beyond stereotypes 
and negativity to a place where I can create beauty 
and achieve the extraordinary... It celebrates the 
strength and creativity that allows us to endure 

through struggle and confront 
what frightens us.”

Photography | Matt B
Royal, Makeup, Wardrobe | 

Tajah Olson - @misstajaholson
Vancouver BC, Canada via 

Malawi, East Africa
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COMMUNITY 
SPOTLIGHT: 
ROOTS & CULTURE
I met Ras Glenn while he was vending outside of the 
infamous Nicholas Brooklyn in the Bed-Stuy section of 
Brooklyn. He is an extremely humble soul considering he sells such 
phenomenal handmade Afrikan-inspired handbags and attire. I was in 
the market for a small, Black-owned, side-purse just big enough to fit my 
phone, keys, sanitizer, and lip gloss. He had a beautiful array of handbags the day 
we met. When I walked up, a guy was purchasing the exact black one I would have 
wanted, but Ras Glenn had another in a beautiful dark turquoise. I sent the CashApp before 
he could say anything else; I love that one even more. Throughout the day, all of the sisters 
bought something from Roots & Culture.

His son is in the process of setting up his social media but Ras Glenn plans on vending at this 
year’s International African Arts Festival. If you see something that you like in the photo above, 
give Ras Glenn a call and tell him Taji Mag sent you. (718) 346-5691
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“The greatest nation is imagination.” Everyone who goes there is the ruler. It’s not 
limited by borders and won’t disappear in history, but do you know what it is? How it 
works? Can it be impaired like hearing or sight? How much thought have you given to 
what it actually does? 

Physiologically, imagination is connected to the pineal gland. It’s also known as the third 
eye and is depicted with its associated surrounding brain structures as the eye of Heru or Ra 
(depending on which hemisphere of the brain you’re looking at). It has photoreceptors, which 
means it knows when there’s light. The pineal gland produces melatonin, the hormone that 
regulates our sleep and circadian rhythms, from serotonin, the day time hormone. It not only 
tells us what time of day it is, but also what time of year by how much light and darkness we 
experience in a day. That means it’s specifically there to interact with galactic vibrations. It 
influences the pituitary gland, which is the master gland of the endocrine system (emotions). 
The pineal contains piezoelectric crystals which create a spark when compressed (many 
lighters use this technology). It also has piezochromatic crystals that create all the colors in the 
spectrum of the rainbow. So, inside your brain is a gland that knows what’s happening in the 
cosmos, affects how you feel and when you sleep, and can create light and colors inside your 
head. It’s a spiritual/organic virtual reality kit! Using machinery to download info into your 
brain is just lazy!

Think about it like this. Chromosome means color (chroma) body (soma). We know that colors 
are fragments of light. If consciousness is light, then chromosomes are a library of filters that 
the light uses to project images of its parts into the world. The mind is the control console with 
access to all the filters, and the imagination is the real-time projection of which filters are being 
activated.

Consciousness is the “knowing” of existence. It’s the thing that says, “I am.” The mind is a tool 
of consciousness to interact with creation. Imagination is the result of consciousness using 
the mind to interpret the various vibrations it encounters. When something moves, our eyes 
process the changes in light vibrations and our mind interprets what we see (right or wrong). 
When a co-worker calls our name, ears process the sound vibrations and then we can act like we 
didn’t hear them. On a subtler level, when someone is attracted to us they secrete pheromones. 
We may not “know” what those smell like, but when the receptors in our nose are triggered 
by them, the mind processes it, and you might get a mental image of leaning in for a kiss. The 
imagination is the faculty that takes all of the vibrations you encounter and projects a “view” 
of the world.

Simply put, the imagination is the 6th sense. While our 5 external senses perceive the present 
world around us, the 6th sense is also able to perceive what came before (memories/ancestors) 
and what has not come yet (possibilities/inspiration). When we close our eyes and imagine, 
we’re doing more than just seeing an image. We “conjure” holographic representations of a 
thing, person, or place, in our mind. We can also “hear” things that aren’t in our vicinity through 
imagination. You can remember a song in your head or makeup one you’ve never heard. You can 
remember your favorite food and smell it for just a moment, even taste it, until your 
body starts to act like you’re about to eat. Imagination is not JUST seeing, it’s actually 

By  Jashua Sa’Ra
JUST MY IMAGINATION?
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dCarrie is figuring things out one adventure at a time, occasionally sharing with the interwebs. Follow her podcast, Travel 
N Sh!t, at www.TravelNShitPodcast.com and on social media at @travelnshit_.

I’ve learned my share of things the hard 
way.  I’ve also learned a thing or two 
from incredibly enjoyable first-hand 
experiences. One of my favorites of 
those lessons happens to be discovering 

how much I’ve grown. The greatest teacher of 
those lessons has been travel. 

One of my favorite sayings is that “you 
don’t know what you don’t know.” Before I 
started paying attention to my experience of 
myself while traveling, I only brought home 
memories, photos, souvenirs and a tan. The 
more times I told a travel story, the more I 
started to see how I was changing just as much 
as my scenery. I found that I was less anxious 
(not to be confused with anxiety free) about 
not knowing what was going to come next in 
uncertain situations back home because I’d 
figured out what to do when my first solo trip 
out of the country was canceled the morning of. 
I ‘ve realized that I can speak up simply when 
I’m displeased with something and not just 
when there’s a major problem 
because I was successfully 
upgraded after expressing 
my dissatisfaction in 
Costa Rica. I realized 
the power of my words 
when the creative 
collaborations and 
warm connections 
I expressly 

declared I wanted manifested in Colombia. 

Now, I can’t say that any of these lessons are 
exclusive to travel. I can absolutely see how 
similar scenarios could happen at home. 
However, these are lessons I was able to see 
more clearly because they were framed with 
the excitement of travel! I constantly had a 
reason to think about the environment and 
situations they were created in. We relive and 
reminisce about travel frequently, but how 
often do you reflect on who you were before 
said trip?  When was the last time you asked 
yourself who you were while abroad? 

I’ve made it a practice to consistently check 
in with myself while traveling.  I take an audit 
of the major discomforts and concerns I’m 
dealing with at the time and do my best to look 
at them from the perspective of making some 
good of it all.  Something about “vacation 
mode” has me willing to see the brighter side 
of so many dim corners. I invite you to travel 

intentionally and take inventory 
of ALL the gifts you bring home. 

For stories and resources 
on how you can travel 

more intentionally, visit 
travelnshitpodcast.com.

By  dCarrieBUILDING CONFIDENCE THROUGH TRAVEL
Solo TravelWHAT I CAN OFFER:
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(Continued on Page 30)

http://www.TravelNShitPodcast.com
http://instagram.com/travelnshit_


In the Age of the Challenge, our children deserve to be victorious.

Every day there is a new challenge popping up on the internet via social media and 
our children are engaging in them. I see melanated youth engaged in TikTok dances, 
making slime on YouTube, pranking one another. 
 
Let’s observe these phenomena objectively. Children who have access to social media 
observe an image or video and the defined challenge associated with it. They proceed 
to record themselves engaged in the challenge for others to see and the cycle continues. 
Obviously, this phenomenon is not exclusive to the melanated child, but I aim to shed 
light on the possible effects and propose a new challenge. The desired outcome is fun 
and, sometimes to go viral, gain more followers, etc. 

Our children are ancestors returned and although they are not the only ones on 
these challenges, I wonder what they are winning if they rise to every challenge 
that is brought about through social media. As ancestors returned, they 
are here to do something, to teach someone, to lead, build, and grow in 
service of and in dedication to the collective. As engaged as I see young 
people being with social media, I talk to many parents who don’t 
know what their children are connected to… beyond social media, 
video games, etc. These outside influences are not encouraging 
our children to tap in, to be in tune with their individual 
purpose or the collective values and morals, and the goals 
in service of liberation. 

The new challenge that I propose for the 
adults rather than the children is the  
#childhoodchallenge; a challenge to see 
what we have learned from a child today. 

THE CHILDHOOD CHALLENGE
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Intentionally engaging with our children will affirm them in many ways, but it will also teach 
us as adults. All too often when engaging with children, It may feel as though we are coming 
from an entirely different world. Metaphysically this is true, but our thread is common and if 
we are humbled to learn, listen, and engage in their world(s), we can make deep and meaningful 
connections with the children in our lives.

By  Janelle Naomi

Photos: @eyeforebony

CHRIS BLUE DISCUSSES HOW HE 
ROSE AFTER THE CALLS STOPPEDFEATURE:1 1

Oftentimes, viewers of shows like The Voice and American 
Idol wonder what happened to the contestants after the show. 
The Voice has a solid Country following so a few of their 
artists are able to chart, but what about everyone else? I had 
a wonderfully candid conversation with The Voice season 
12 winner, Chris Blue, where we discussed what he did after 
the phone calls stopped and the excitement for his current 
projects. If you haven’t yet, check out his recent release, 
Moon, on all major platforms. 

Taji Mag (TM): What do you feel is the difference between 
this project and your previous projects?
Chris Blue (CB): I think for this one, it’s something people 
have been asking for. People have been asking for Moon, 
essentially, since I finished my time with NBC. It was a journey 
getting them here but now they’re like ‘thank you, finally, this 
what we’ve been wanting and we gon blow this thing up’… 
and that’s what they’ve been doing! So I think that’s what’s 
different. Back2TheFuture was a great song because I felt like 
I needed to say something, I needed to have my imprint on 

society, but as far as my musicality and my art and my VISION… Moon, to me, is it. It’s that 
cross between what’s new and The respect I have for what’s old. It’s old school/new school. 
You’ll hear influences of The Weeknd, Michael Jackson, and you get to the end of it and it’s 
like where’d this Afrobeat vibe come from? The reason I did that was because I’m still learning 
about my heritage, I’m a descendant of the Jamaican-Caribbean-African heritage. I’m really 
digging into my ancestry now. I was like maybe THAT’S why 
I love curry chicken…

(TM): Did you feel like you couldn’t produce the same type of 
artistry during your time at NBC?
(CB): Yea… I mean… Yea. I feel like I was somewhat restricted 
on what I could do. My first anything as a solo career happened 
on NBC. I wasn’t out here grinding grinding grinding before 
that show. So when I won and got the accolades, the money, 
and the deal, it was like ‘great, I get to do what I want to 
do.’ I’m telling people now, I won but at the same time I lost 
because for about 2 years, I think, I realized like I’m losing 
myself. I’m losing who I am. I’m losing Chris Blue…

Read the rest of the article and watch the FULL VIDEO 
interview at TajiMag.com/chris-blue-discusses-how-he-
rose-after-the-calls-stopped.

Janelle Naomi is a passionate educator of ten years who has taught preschool, elementary school, and 
middle school. Keep up with Janelle’s endeavors via her website JanelleNaomi.com. | @JanelleNaomi

CHRIS BLUE

http://instagram.com/janellenaomi


WHEN TWO POWER FORCES MERGE, THE UNIVERSE REJOICES. THE ENERGY IS FELT BY ALL. 

M’SHARI AND JAYMISON ARE TAJI MAG ROYALTY. THEY EXUDE BLACK FAMILY, BLACK BUSINESS, BLACK 
COMMUNITY, AND BLACK CONSCIOUSNESS. WATCHING THEM SUPPORT ONE ANOTHER SIMULTANEOUSLY 

WHILE THEY EACH GET TO SHINE IS A PHENOMENAL SIGHT TO BEHOLD. WE CELEBRATE THE ANNOUNCEMENT 
OF THEIR TWINS.

WE’RE NOT ALWAYS GOING TO AGREE. IT WON’T ALWAYS BE CUPCAKES AND BUBBLES BUT, IF WE’RE 
DEDICATED TO OUR GOALS, A STRESS-FREE, THRIVING HAPPINESS IS ACHIEVABLE. THAT’S THE JOURNEY AND 

WE HAVE TO WAKE UP AND CHOOSE IT EVERY DAY, EVEN WHEN THINGS HIT THE FAN. YOUR RESPONSE TO 
CHAOS IS WHAT’S MOST IMPORTANT. 

ENJOY LIFE’S “SMALL” MOMENTS.

AN IMAGINED COMMUNITY OR SOCIETY THAT POSSESSES NEARLY PERFECT QUALITIES 
FOR ITS CITIZENS. WE CREATE OUR REALITIES. EVEN THROUGH WAR, WE FIGHT 
WITH LIGHT. WE CREATE MAGIC IN THE DARK. OUR STORIES ARE BEING TOLD.
ROYALS | M’SHARI WHALEY - @UNIQUELYWIREDM JAYMISON BEVERLY - @JAYMISONBEVERLY 
PHOTOGRAPHY | NAY MARIE - @IAMNAYMARIE 
WARDROBE | HOUIEA LOVE - @HOUIEA 
COPPER JEWELS | @UNIQUELYWIREDM 
COWRIE JEWELS | @ADORNEDINTAJI
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

UTOPIA
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Earth’s Pot is the place where you kiss your tastebuds & experience flavors in layers. Join them on Instagram at 
@Earth’sPotLLC.

Ingredients:
2 cups of quinoa (any color)
3 ¾ cups water
1 cup raw sunflower seeds
½ cup tahini
½ large onion
2 large portobella caps
1 ½ tsp pink Himalayan sea salt
1 ½ tsp cayenne pepper
1 ½ tsp chipotle powder
2 large leaves of kale
2 tbsp flaxseed oil
1 jalapeno
2 sheets of nori
¾ tsp garlic powder
¾ tsp onion powder
grapeseed oil

Prep (40 minutes)
1.  Place grapeseed oil in a small pot until 
warm, add dry quinoa and stir constantly 
for 1 minute. Add 3 ¼ cups of water, stir, 
cover pot and let cook for 20-25 minutes on 
a low/medium heat, stirring periodically. 

2. Add jalapeno, garlic powder, sunflower seeds, flaxseed oil, ½ tsp pink Himalayan sea salt, ½ tsp 
chipotle powder, and the remainder of water into a small blender or food processor and blend until 
it’s a smooth, soft paste.
3. Thoroughly clean and finely chop mushrooms, finely chop onion, and place in an oiled and warmed 
pan. Add ½ tsp pink Himalayan sea salt and cook down until caramelized, stirring periodically.
4. Mix tahini, onion powder, remainder of salt, remainder of chipotle powder, cayenne pepper, and 
blend until smooth. Set to the side.
Directions (20 minutes)
5. Fold quinoa into the soft paste until completely combined. Place nori sheet on a flat surface, add 
quinoa/paste mix onto sheet (use your judgment depending on how full you prefer your roll), and 
spread out halfway. 
6. Layer a cleaned leaf of kale onto paste and place mushroom onto kale in the shape of a strip leaving 
¼ of the sheet empty. Then roll, slice, and serve.
Enjoy!

SPICY SUSHI ROLLS (MAKES 2 SERVINGS)
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Shannon Louis, Founder & Creative Director, Essence of 
Motion | IG @EssenceofMotion

Shannon is a true believer in the POWER you have to 
re-write your own destiny, HEAL from the inside out, 
and LIVE in authenticity. A powerhouse in the IT sales 
industry, connector of people, and passionate dancer, 
Shannon decided to combine the many layers of her 
talents and gifts to form Essence of Motion (EOM). 
In the early stages, EOM was envisioned to only offer 
a variety of dance performance services and classes 
for people of all ages. Through Essence of Motion, 
Shannon has partnered with Saintsville Academy in 
Fort Worth, TX, creating a youth dance program 
catering to students in Pre-K and beyond. Shannon 
has also led several dance performance projects for 
the Perot Museum of Nature and Science’s signature 
events, Dance Movement Therapy sessions for 
the Dallas Museum of Art’s “Autism Awareness 
Month,” and volunteered in South Africa through 

the Performing Arts Abroad program to teach 
dance workshops in Johannesburg and Nelspruit. 

After being diagnosed with clinical depression in 2006, as she battled with the trauma of leaving the 
Jehovah’s Witness organization, Shannon found inner peace through dance. Dance became her bridge 
to a new lifeline that created happiness, igniting the desire to help others do the same. It is her mission 
to be a guide for those working through the process of self-mastery, a journey that leads to tearing down 
the roadblocks we often build in our own minds. For Shannon, dance is the “Essence of Motion”, guiding 
ourselves through a connection to the Mind, Body, and Spirit. Essence of Motion fuels women with tools 
to build not only a new “MINDset” but also a new “HEARTset”, because in life “you don’t get what you 
hope for, you don’t get what you wish, you get what you BELIEVE”. 

@ESSENCEOFMOTION
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Now celebrating 50 years, The International 
African Arts Festival (#IAAFestival) began 

in 1971 as a fundraiser for the Uhuru Sasa Shule 
(“Freedome Now School), a community-based initiative that 

educated youth and adults about African culture. The fundraiser 
was a small festival with about 20 arts and crafts vendors, local 

entertainers, and food prepared by parents of the students who attended 
Uhuru Sasa. Almost 2,000 people came to the event and the fundraiser was 

a major success. That early format of integrating entertainment, food, and 
marketplace drew increasing crowds annually and the event became known as the 

African Street Carnival. Four years later, the carnival was moved to the field at Boys 
and Girls High School in the Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood of Brooklyn. There, the 

event became the African Street Festival.

Today, the event is known as the International African Arts Festival and has an estimated 
annual audience of 75,000. While still held in Brooklyn, The Festival is now housed at 
Commodore Barry Park. The original approach of showcasing local folk arts and entertainment 
has remained, yet has simultaneously grown to include artists and groups such as Erykah 
Badu, Ms. Lauryn Hill, Pharoah Sanders, Sun Ra, The Mighty Sparrow, Fela Kuti, KRS-1, 
Doug E. Fresh, Living Colour, Third World, Herbie Hancock, Mtume, Roy Ayers, Asase Yaa 
African American Dance Theater, and many other nationally and internationally revered 
artists.

This year’s festival occurs the first weekend of July and will follow all of the COVID-19 
safety guidelines, including spacing out the vendors and implementing social distancing. 
None of this should impact the comradery and community that’s usually felt while 

attending the festival. We’re happy to see its in-person return and congratulate the 
International African Arts Festival for going 50 years strong! 

To donate to the festival, send funds via CashApp to $IAAFESTIVAL or 
Zelle to info@iaafestival.org. For updates about the festival, visit its 

website at http://iaafestival.org and join @iaafestival on Facebook, 
Instagram, and Twitter.

Photos by NayMarie of IAAF 2015
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Nieisha Deed is turning the pain from her past into an online 
platform aimed at helping Massachusetts residents find the 
spark in life again. Her newly launched digital platform, 
PureSpark, is Massachusetts’ first wellness directory 
created with Black women in mind.

“As a Black woman, I found it difficult to find the 
care I needed,” says Deed. “I was seeing a therapist 
that I couldn’t really connect with and was prescribed 
the wrong medication. I met another psychiatrist who 
prescribed the correct medication for my condition - 
bipolar disorder, which I had all along but was initially 
misdiagnosed.” That turning point in her life led Deed to
 use what she had been through for a greater purpose. There 
was no more sterility of her environment— what was next for Nieisha 
was true healing. Healing that looked different from a hospital or psychiatrist’s office and 
medication. What was next for her involved finding what gave her hope and fervor for life.

“Suicide is the second-leading cause of death for people ages 10-34,” states Deed. “We have 
to make it okay to talk about suicide and to receive help to become mentally well.” Deed’s 
knowledge of these statistics, coupled with her own experiences and losing her fifth family 
member to suicide in one year, pushed her to launch PureSpark. “Our mission is to help people 
in Massachusetts, especially Black women, increase access to care while decreasing the stigma 
of mental illness,” Deed says. “Our platform connects practitioners and clients in order to help 
people find a way to bring back the spark in their lives. We are dedicated to creating wellness 
that embodies the whole person, which includes the mind, body, and soul.”
 
PureSpark offers connections to practitioners who provide a variety of therapeutic services, 
from support groups to retreats and education about mental wellness, as well as a signature 
program “Peer Support by PureSpark, which is held weekly on Wednesdays from 7-8 p.m. EST. 
Interested parties may register at www.yourpurespark.com/events.

To dismantle the stigma of mental wellness needs faced by many Black people, PureSpark offers 
a confidential, robust means to find care. The site features a portal for practitioners to register, 
create a profile, and collaborate with other practitioners along with an integrated search tool 
that allows clients to search for practitioners by category. The site is now open for practitioners 
to register and is seeking all common wellness practitioners from Reiki masters to licensed 
mental wellness therapists. Practitioners can register for the PureSpark community by visiting 
www.yourpurespark.com/why-join.

For more information about PureSpark, please visit www.yourpurespark.com or 
send a message to info@yourpurespark.com.

ONCE SUICIDAL, THIS BOSTONIAN HELPS OTHERS 
IN MASSACHUSETTS HEAL VIA HER PLATFORM

taken by police to Burger King before being booked. 2) October 2020, Lithia, FL, 
Nicholas Furgason (age 21) stabbed a cop in the neck and then fled. Deputy Charles 
Williams’s bodycam showed him changing from his gun to tase Furgason 
without taking his life. 3) On March 16, 2021, eight people, including 
6 Asian-American’s, were gunned down in Atlanta, Georgia. April 
22nd—just 37 days later—the  COVID-19 (Asian) Hate 
Crimes Act, passed 94-1. Black people have been the 
victim of hate crimes since we were brought here 
and enslaved,  yet and still, there are no hate 
crime aws for us! Continued on pg 29.

“If Black people started getting million-dollar Life Insurance Policies, the police killings 
would immediately stop.” 

May 25, 2020, George Floyd was killed at the hands (knee, really) of former Minneapolis 
policeman-now-convicted-murderer, Derek Chauvin. Then, between May 26th to August 31st, 
the police killed another 288 people. On the very same day Chauvin was pronounced guilty, 
15-year-old Ma’Khia Bryant was fatally shot by police in Columbus, OH. She was only one of 
six police shootings for the 24 hours post-verdict! A few weeks before, Andre Hill (age 47) was 
shot and killed by former cop Adam Coy. April 11th, Daunte Wright (age 20) was murdered 
by Brooklyn Center, MN officer, Kimberly Potter, who claimed she mistakenly pulled her gun 
despite tasers being known to be significantly lighter in weight and having bright neon colors 
to help tell the difference.
In fact, police could have chosen to use tasers in each of these encounters. Since 2005, 15,000 
people have died by police—that’s 1,000 annually. Only 104 officers have been charged with a 
mere 35 convicted of any crime.

Unarmed Black people are four times more likely to be killed by police.The civil disparity is 
continually evident in events such as:
1) June 2015, after shooting nine Black people in a Charleston, SC church, Dylann Roof was 

By  M’Bwebe Ishangi, Cryptowoke Financial Sustainability Movement

“NORMAL”ARE YOU FINANCIALLY 
PREPARED FOR THIS NEW
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ROSARIUMPUBLISHING.COM/GRAPHICNOVELS

A RAUNCHY, FUN AFROFUTURISTIC ADVENTURE WITH AMAZING ART AND A BIZARRE PLOT...

THESE WOMEN ARE TRULY BAAAAD. THEY’RE ROUGH. THEY’RE READY. THEY’RE SPACE PIRATES. THEY’RE 
A JAMES BROWN COVER BAND. THEY ARE THE BAAAAAD MUTHAZ. FOLLOW AFRO DESIA, CALI 

VERA, ALLEY BASTARD, CANDY ASS, KATANA JADE, AND SNAKE ON THEIR MADCAP COSMIC 
ADVENTURES AS THEY FUNK UP THE GALAXY IN SEARCH OF THE ALMIGHTY BOOTY!

      FEATURED COMIC/GRAPHIC NOVEL  

“SHUJAA”
Will Focus | @TheOneWillFocus
www.TheOneWillFocus.com
New York



Jashua Sa-Ra is a communications artist that uses hosting, writing, graphic design, wholistic healing, and workshops to 
contribute to a healthy functioning community. www.JASHUASARA.com | @Earthiopian

synthesizing that thing/experience in the inner realm 
known as consciousness. Whatever takes place in 
this internal plane of reality determines what we 
experience and how we interpret the world around 
us. It determines our physical body’s moment-to-
moment biochemical balance.

You already know that something in our 
consciousness affects our physiology as if it is real. If 
you watch a horror movie from the complete safety 
of your home, your body will still react as if you 
were the dummy going in the basement. The thought 
of a sexual encounter (remembered or hoped for) 
can get the juices flowing, even if it’s not the right 
time! Remember that these thoughts have hormonal 
correspondences that enter the bloodstream. That’s 
why deep breathing helps to change moods, it helps 
flush out the rush of chemicals that occur from/as 
emotions.

When a child is scared of something and you tell them 
“it’s just your imagination” you are diminishing or 
denying their reality. Pretending and imagining are 
not the same. Pretending is one of many things you 
can do with imagination. But it is not appropriate or 
intelligent to always dismiss things that children say 
as pretending or unreal. They are often perceiving 
something, even if it’s inside of them. You would 
do best to investigate and communicate instead of telling them to ignore it. Give them art 
supplies to recreate what they experienced. Acknowledge that they may not have the vocabulary 
(because of inexperience and, well, English) to actually express themselves. Ask them open-
ended questions and encourage creative answers like sounds, movements, dances, etc.

Like any of our senses, imagination can be controlled and honed. You can adjust your vision 
by squinting or changing focus. You can hold your breath and breathe deeper to control smells. 
Here are a few ways to strengthen and expand the imagination. It recognizes patterns and makes 
use of them, so study sacred geometry, starting with the properties of a circle, and how that 
creates the flower of life. Engage in abstract visualization, like staring at clouds and looking for 
recognizable images. Imagine the best possible outcome you can think of for your life. Do arts. 
Enjoy arts. Play with children. Create a lesson plan to teach something you’re good at.

Did you know that western culture leads to the calcification of the pineal gland?

I’ll leave the “why” to your imagination.

3 0Just My Imagination? (Continued from Page 10)

When will we realize that chanting “Black 
Lives Matter” and “Hands up. Don’t shoot.”  
doesn’t work? What does work? Re-read the 
quote at the beginning of this piece… 

The life/annuity insurance sector totaled 
$678.7 billion in 2019. If we made sure that 
we’re properly insured, insurance companies 
would demand and get police reform because 
death benefit payouts are a major financial 
loss for them!  Simple, we know what talks; 
not politricks, not marching, not voting…  
shmoney! 

This strategy can lower police brutality 
AND simultaneously build Black wealth,  
empowering us for generations! Once we 
self-determine economically, congress 
may begin to take us seriously. Even if 
the killing of our people doesn’t decrease, 
properly insured, our families are able to 
create sustainable lives that enable living off 
annuities. This is the way of the rich! 
Want to know how to use insurance as a 
wealth-building tool? I invite you to join 
the Cryptowoke Financial Sustainability 
Movement. I’ll show you how to live off your 
savings and investments using insurance 
and other methods without needing a job.

Join the Cryptowoke Financial Sustainability 
Movement 

M’Bwebe Ishangi, Founder and Author 
A Pot to Piss In: Intergenerational Wealth 
Planning for Black People 
Cryptowoke Financial Sustainability 
Movement 
cryptowokemovement.com 
cryptowokemovement@gmail.com 
Facebook & Instagram: @cryptowoke

How to Fight Racism...Financially (Continued from Page 25)2 9
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Bassment Entertainment, Inc. | www.bassmententertainment.com
   Bringing you Flava, Impact and Style via Event Promotion and DJ Services

Earth’s Cabinet LLC | www.instagram.com/earthscabinetllc
   Custom tonics, teas, mineral rich supplements, and skincare, all 100% organic

A Taste of T Beauty Supply | www.atotsalonbeauty.com
   Your beauty and grooming needs at your fingertips. Use code BEAUTY493 for 10% off

A Taste of T Salon | www.atotsalon.com
   A private suite salon, specializing in locs, hair color, and wig repair services

Elan by Uri. | www.elanbyuri.com
   Home decor company offering tableware, custom pillows and design services

Adeyemi Artistry | www.adeyemiartistry.com
   The place for your poetic greeting cards and poetry/creative writing programming for the youth

Lovely Leo Skincare | www.lovelyleoskincare.com
   Feed Your Skin with Lovely Leo Skincare’s Heavenly Whipped Body Butters - @lovelyleoskincare

IcyConnections | www.icyconnections.com
   Tailor-made garments with show-stopping appeal - @icyconnections_store

Black Beard Brigade Grooming Co. | www.blackbeardbrigade.com
   Offering the perfect solution leaving your skin and beard looking healthier than ever

Ancestral Strands | www.ancestralstrands.com
   Braid shop and brand specializing in traditional and modern African Braid styles

Melanin On The Map | www.melaninonthemap.com
   An app dedicated to travelers of color for information, inspiration, and motivation to explore

Crown Inspired | www.instagram.com/crowninspired
   Crown Inspired™ is a lifestyle brand that produces parasols, umbrellas and detached hoods

Pink MahogHany Fragrances | www.pinkmahoghany.etsy.com
   A niche fragrance house, from personal fragrances to aromatherapy for both the home and vehicle

Your Queens | www.instagram.com/yourqueens.ent
   The first African Royalty Character and Costume Entertainment Company

Bronx Bound Books | www.bronxboundbooks.com 
   Bronx Bound Books is a bookmobile traveling to various locations hosting literacy events

BLACK BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS 3 2Royal | M’Shari Whaley - @uniquelywiredm
Photography | Nay Marie - @iamnaymarie 
Wardrobe | Houiea LOVE - @houiea 
Jewels | @UniquelyWiredM 
Brooklyn, NY

http://www.jashuasara.com
http://www.atotsalonbeauty.com
http://www.atotsalon.com
http://www.elanbyuri.com
http://www.instagram.com/nappygirlnyc 
http://www.adeyemiartistry.com
http://www.ancestralstrands.com
http://www.everythingbtd.com
http://www.ancestralstrands.com
http://www.melaninonthemap.com
http://www.instagram.com/crowninspired
http://www.pinkmahoghany.etsy.com
http://www.instagram.com/yourqueens.ent
http://www.sevenessentialllc.com 
http://www.bronxboundbooks.com
http://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/travel-n-sh-t-podcast/id1438869765?mt=2 
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Download the free Vol 24 “Curves & Serves” Wallpaper for Your Phone’s Home Screen at
tajimag.com/tajiwallpaper using code “SubscriberSquad”. Screenshot and tag @tajimagazine for 

a feature on our IG page.

Taji Mag digital subscribers receive a 15% discount at Taji 
Mag’s shop on all art prints and apparel using the code 
“clubsquad”. Click on tajimag.com/shop to redeem.

Taji Mag digital subscribers receive a 10% discount on 
TheOneWillFocus Art Prints using the code “taji10”. Click 
on theonewillfocus.com/store to redeem.

Taji Mag digital subscribers receive a 25% discount on 
kweliTV’s monthly subscription for two months using the 
code “kwelisummer25”. Click on kweliTV.com to redeem.
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$5 Digital | $20 Print (+Shipping) 
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